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Mural in honor of Chairman Gonzalo in Villa Francia, Santiago. 

 
After the murder of Chairman Gonzalo in prison, on September 11, Maoist 

organizations and parties around the world raised actions and salutes in his 

honor, recognizing his invaluable theoretical and practical contribution to the 

world revolution. For Friday, September 24, an international day of actions 

was called. In our country, communists and revolutionary activists joined this 

day in Villa Francia, Santiago, highlighting with a mural and combative 

speeches the validity of their revolutionary thought and action, especially the 

historical milestone of the People's War in Peru. started under his direction in 

1980. 

About twenty people joined in a day of collaborative work to represent on the 

walls of that heroic town in the capital two scenes of the people's war 

initiated on May 17, 1980 by the Communist Party of Peru, as a revolutionary 

struggle of the masses. poor in country and city. 

Part of the words of the resounding speech delivered by Chairman Gonzalo at 

the First Military School of the Party were captured on the mural, included in 

the text "We are the initiators": "We carry Power at the tip of our rifles, nest 
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in our mind, throbs in our hands and will be with us burning in our hearts. "

 

 



 

 

The words spoken at the end of the day highlighted the importance of 
Chairman Gonzalo to the world revolution, who raised the poor in arms for 

the conquest of power in Peru. His unwavering decision to fight was 
highlighted, with which he defeated all the plans of the counterrevolution by 

trying to present him as repentant of the path of armed struggle. The hatred 
and terror of imperialism, the old Peruvian state, revisionism and 
reactionaries of all kinds towards his person and his thought were noted, who 

continue to try in all ways to annihilate him, even making his body 
disappear, in a vain attempt to prevent his giant figure from being lifted up 

by communists and revolutionaries. His invaluable legacy was also 



highlighted, which must be assimilated and applied by whoever wants to 
push the revolution. 

Actions in the world 

A joint statement by Maoist parties and organizations was published 
yesterday, with an assessment of his immortal work: 

«Chairman Gonzalo has not died because he is more than a man, he is a 

path, a thought, a luminous path that millions follow with unshakeable faith, 
raising to the top the red flags of communism with hammer and sickle, iron 

legions of workers and peasants are forged under the leadership of the 
Communist Parties to storm heaven. As Chairman Gonzalo himself said when 
he became a prisoner of war: they arrived late, their thoughts remain with 
others. Chairman Gonzalo cannot be disappeared. " 

A statement from the Communist Party of India (Maoist) states: «On this 
painful occasion our Central Committee humbly recalls the contributions of 

Comrade Gonzalo to the new democratic revolution in Peru, to the 
internationalist revolutionary movement and by raising the flag of Marxism-

Leninism- Maoism. Our Central Committee pledges once again to carry 
forward the new democratic revolution and the socialist revolution in India as 

part of the world socialist revolution to pay a true tribute to Comrade 
Gonzalo. " 

In Dhaka, Bangladesh, a public event in his honor brought together 

representatives of various progressive political parties and revolutionary 
masses who gave a minute of silence and expressed revolutionary greetings.

 



In Colombia, a communist detachment paid tribute and carried out actions of 

scratched murals with slogans of "Honor and Glory to Chairman Gonzalo" and 

"People's War until Communism" in the cities of Medellín and Bogotá. 

 

Previous days a march had been held through the streets of Hamburg, 

Germany, where communists and revolutionaries from Germany marched 

side by side with comrades from the Nordic countries, Austria and Turkey. 

 

 



More statements and accounts of the actions of Maoist organizations and 

parties around the world can be consulted on the website of the International 

Communist magazine,  https://ci-ic.org/ 
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